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This popular and thought-provoking reader collects interesting and insightful articles that explore the

process of globalization and how it shapes societies and groups. The articles, which reflect a wide

variety of concerns and perspectives, are drawn from both scholarly and popular sources
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This highly readable book is useful both for the general reader who wants to know what

globalization is about and for the professor who wants a book that students will understand and

enjoy. I teach a course on globalization and searched long and hard for the right book to

accompany the course. I have been totally satisfied with this one. The articles are clear, informative,

and balanced. There is a variety of viewpoints, ranging from the pro-globalization Thomas Friedman

to critics, such as Jeremy Brecher. The breadth of topics is excellent. A few examples include

agricultural issues, environment, immigration, cybercrime, terrorism, slavery, gender, racism, and

global movements.

This book was purchased as a textbook on a class on Globalization. Though I haven't finished the

book yet I must say so far it hasn't been as bad as other textbooks I've had on similar subject

matters. Its broken down into chapters and each chapter has a few articles on different aspects of

globalization. The different ranging topics keep the reader interested and at the same time a lot of

the language used by these diffent authors is readable not like other textbooks that are often very



dry and academic.

The book gives an interesting set of articles that give you a general idea of different thinkers

regarding globalization and its different perspectives.

This was a great deal all around - the price was good, the book arrived within a few days, and it was

in the same condition as advertised.

I needed this for a class and it came in a timely manner. It's used but looks great and was a great

renting price for a student!

I bought this book for a class. The content is ok, but the book I received was in horrible shape; a lot

of water damage.

Useful short readings for students on key issues re globalization. Well organized by chapter

topics.SUGGESTIONSContinue to update regularly, but keep first overview chapter .....Include

more on relationship of globalization to global warming or climate change & what is being done

about it .More emphasis on "solutions" - what are some countries or world agencies doing right to

address the problems ?

Bought for school, it was what was needed.
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